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When it comes to bulk foods, large families have known about the benefits for years. Basically, the
larger the quantity you buy, the cheaper per pound or ounce it is. Bulk is almost the only way that
large families can eat well in these tough economic times, simply because the prices of groceries
have skyrocketed, and probably will continue to do so. There are many stores that cater just to bulk
items, such as Costco and Sam's Club. However, you may not be able to find everything you need,
such as bulk spices and seasonings at these types of stores.

If this is the case, you will need to turn to one of two places; the internet or the Amish. If you live in
an area where the Amish have set up stores, you can usually get bulk spices and seasonings for a
very reasonable price. Alas, not every town has an Amish dry goods store, and so the internet is the
next option. The internet is a fantastic tool for finding great prices on bulk goods, but unfortunately,
the shipping is usually quite expensive and so you really don't save any money. You will have to
weigh the benefits carefully before you buy.

EBay has a surprisingly large amount of bulk spices, coffee, seasonings and dry goods up for bid.
You may need to do some looking around and find one where the shipping and cost add up to less
that you would pay for your dry goods at a local store. There are actually internet stores that
specialize in bulk dry goods, and you can find gourmet items or just plain items, like bulk salt.
However, as always, when shopping on the internet, it is advised that you only use a PayPal
account and not your regular bank account for your protection.

In today's economy (especially if you are in the food business) bulk foods and bulk spices and
seasonings are definitely the way to go. You can get all of the food stuffs you need for a fraction of
the cost from a local grocery store. The typical price for a small jar of ground cinnamon can cost
about two to four dollars at the local grocery store, yet on EBay, a five pound jar only costs five
dollars plus shipping. This clearly illustrates the advantages of bulk buying, as long as you do your
research first.
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